ORNATIONALS

---ALSTROEMERIA
Imports via Air 28,780-26,730-30,753 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Bunched 10s Assorted colors Super Select 2.50-3.50, Select 2.00-3.00 and Fancy mostly 1.60- 2.85.

---ANTIRRHINUM (SNAPDRAGON)
Imports via Air 1,780-1,689-1,806 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Per bunch 10s 70 cm mostly 4.35-4.50.

---ASTER
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement is expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Per bunch Assorted colors 2.20-2.95, White 2.50-2.95, and Purple 2.20-2.95. (U = unavailable)

---CARNATIONS

---CARNATIONS, MINIATURE

---CHRYSANTHEMUM

---CHRYSANTHEMUM (POM-POM)
Imports via Air 50,844-47,091-56,056 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch Cushion Daisy Novelty Assorted (CDN) Colors mostly 1.32-2.35, Cushion Type Assorted Colors mostly 1.80-2.45, Daisy Type Assorted mostly 1.34-2.45 and Button Type Assorted mostly 1.35-2.45.

---GERBERA
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Large mostly .45-.60. (U = unavailable)

---GYPSOPHILA
Imports via Air 10,249-9,379-10,181 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies fairly light. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Per bunch Million Stars 4.75- 5.00 and XLence 3.90 - 5.00.

---HYDRANGEA
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Assorted .75-.93, White mostly .84-.85 and Blue mostly.75-.85. (U = unavailable)
---LIATRIS
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Bunched 10s, 90 cm 4.00-4.50, 80 cm 3.65-4.25 and 70 cm few, 3.65. (U = unavailable)

---LIMONIUM (STATICE)

---ROSE, HYBRID TEA
Imports via Air 33,340-29,509-20,401 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Assorted Colors 60 cm few, .70, 50 cm mostly .37-.55 and 40 cm few, .42.

---SOLIDAGO
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch mostly 2.75-3.00. (L = unavailable)

---ZANTEDESCHIA (CALLA)
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Lower. Per stem Standard Type White Varieties 80cm .85-1.00, Miniature Type Assorted Colors 50cm mostly .80-.86 and Miniature Type White 50cm, few .95. (U = unavailable)